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Employee recognition is a proven way to spur motivation among your 
employees. It is the primary ingredient for building an engaged 
workforce and creating a holistic employee experience.

Appreciating an employee is no longer limited to an yearly award 
or holiday gift.

A “thank you” or “great job” for their day-to-day work, or to recognize 
above-and-beyond e�ort, personal victories, team triumphs, and 
major accomplishments fuels positive momentum.

Here at Xoxoday, we have witnessed the recognition journey of our 

1000+ clients. Whether you’re just getting started on employee 

recognition, or looking for a great peer-to peer solution to add to your 

existing Rewards program. We have put together some of our favorite 

examples and ideas that will help you build a culture of continuous 

recognition at your organization.

INTRODUCTION

People work for money but go the extra 

mile for recognition, praise and rewards.

- Dale Carnegie



ALL OF THESE BUZZWORDS BEGIN 
WITH “EMPLOYEE”

An appreciation generally means 
recognition and enjoyment of the good 
qualities of someone or something. In 
the workplace, appreciation can be as 
simple as saying “thank you” for a job 
well done, for completing a project 
quickly, or for coming to a meeting 
prepared and ahead of time.

Appreciation
An open acknowledgment & expressed 
appreciation of employees’ contributions, 
performance, milestones. It's invisible, 
intangible  in nature but priceless in value. It 
often connected to an emotional value. It 
could be a high-five for a job well done or a 
special shout-out during an all-hands 
meeting.

Recognition

An incentive plan to reinforce the 
desirable behavior of workers or 
employers and in return for their service 
to the organization. Rewards can be 
monetary in the form of salary or non 
monetary in the form of awards for 
some special services to the company 
or simply giving an employee a work 
which he enjoys doing.

Reward
It can be defined as possessing readiness to 
show appreciation and to return thanks. 
Gratitude is often interactive and also seems 
to have the capacity to enhance the sense of 
well-being and goodwill among individuals 
and groups throughout an organization.

Gratitude



THE RECOGNITION MANTRA THAT WORKS…

Frequent Specific Visible Aligned with
values

Inclusive



UNFOLDING THE NATURE OF REWARDS
To know what motivates your employees is no easy feat. In fact, it can be a huge hurdle. Understanding 
the nature of rewards that motivates your employees is the key to performance management. If you 
spend all your time trying to incentivize great performance through external motivators when an 
employee’s motivation really lies within, you’ll not only waste time and money, but you’ll also lose the 

interest of your top performers.

Here’s a quick dive into the Intrinsic and Extrinsic rewards and how it plays a vital role to increase an 
employee’s happiness and loyalty to your company.
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Intrinsic rewards are internal and reflect an individual’s interests, 
values and aspirations. They are usually linked to a sense of 
recognition, achievement or satisfaction of a job well done.

Extrinsic rewards are physically given to an individual for 
accomplishing something

These rewards are intangible & they usually arise from within the 
person who is doing the activity or behavior. 

These rewards are tangible, they are usually given to the 
person doing the activity; as such, they are typically not from 
within the person but are extrinsic to the performer of the 
activity or behavior.

INTRINSIC REWARD EXTRINSIC REWARD

Gifts
Bonus
Salary Raise
Fringe benefits
Incentives 
Promotion
Profit share
Work conditions - cool workplace, gym, 
most modern laptops etc

Sense of satisfaction when you finish reading a book.
The pride one takes in doing a job well - especially if 
it's recognised by others.
The happiness derived while maintaining a good work 
life balance.
The sense of mastery, or self-worth one derives from 
improving their knowledge on an important topic.

• • 
• 
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BUILDING A CULTURE OF
DEMOCRATIC RECOGNITION
AT YOUR WORKPLACE

When people are financially invested, they want 

a return. When people are emotionally invested, 

they want to contribute.

– Simon Sinek



The long-time tradition of top-down recognition by managers isn’t 
enough anymore.

With changing workforce demographics, a democratic form of 
recognition can help you meet strategic goals while building a culture 
of engagement. 

Peer-to-peer recognition is a lot more democratic 
and decentralized.

It's time to remodel the recognition pattern where it is limited 
to managers acknowledging a subordinate’s e�orts. While 
manager recognition is also essential to your program, it is a 
one-o� transaction.

It is a great way to build or reinforce a culture where employees 
feel valued by their coworkers. Employees have a better idea of 
the daily e�ort it takes to do their jobs than a manager does, 
and therefore receiving recognition from a peer who 
understands what it took to accomplish something can be 
more valued than receiving praise from a manager, or even the 
CEO.

Peer employee recognition encourages

a more collaborative approach to work

Encourages a sense of team spirit

Encourages employee happiness

Peer recognition motivates employees to

do great work

It promotes openness and transparency

Improved employee engagement

Peer employee recognition increases positive 

company culture

Encourages employees to focus on teamwork and 

being helpful to fellow employees and customers

Can be a powerful employee relations tool



WHY PEER-TO-PEER
RECOGNITION COULD JUST
BE YOUR TICKET TO
CONTINUOUS RECOGNITION!
For the modern workforce, comprising the millennials and Generation Z,
we at Xoxoday believe along with following the manager driven or 
hierarchical approach of rewarding the system, we highly recommend an 
open and  democratic system of rewarding culture over the traditional 
method.
Here is a quick glance of how easy and powerful this works over the other.

Everyone wants to be appreciated, so if you 

appreciate someone, don’t keep it a secret.

– Mary Kay Ash



A PEER TO PEER OR AUTOCRATIC / APPROVAL BASED REWARDS?

PEER-TO-PEER AUTOCRATIC /
APPROVAL BASED

Who’s giving the award?

*    Coworkers
*    Teammates
*    Cross Department Colleagues
*    Managers, Team leads
*    Mentors
*    Bottom to Top

Goes through multiple levels of 
Approval chain

Frequency?

Anyone, anyday, anytime May have restrictions

Recommended

Highly recommended for organizations of 
all sizes  to create autonomy, empower-
ment and a sense of respect for all

For mid-sized or large organizations 
where structured rewarding pattern 
and a permission may play vital



DON'T LET BUDGET BE
YOUR BOTTLENECK TO
RECOGNITION.
More employers are starting to recognize that monetary rewards aren’t the 
only thing that employees care about. A continuous culture of recognition 
is evolved when there is no expiry to the limit of praise. Here is a quick 
glance of how non monetary rewards can boost an ongoing recognition at 
your workplace.

It’s very inexpensive to give a compliment.

– Joyce Meyer, Author



NON-MONETARY REWARDS MONETARY REWARDS

Can be given by anyone in
the organization

Might need some access or
permission controls

Absolutely budget-free Depend upon company budgets

An ongoing recognition that
never changes

May change as per company policies, 
revenue, cash-flows, etc

What's the reward flow?

What's the Budget like?

Is it going to be different
each time?
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YOUR RECOGNITION STORY
STARTS WITH A REWARDS
STRUCTURE!
Rewards work for every occasion, achievement, celebration...
Cater it as you need!

Take time to appreciate employees and they will 

reciprocate in a thousand ways.

– Dr. Bob Nelson,
best-selling author and motivational speaker



OCCASION
BASED

HIERARCHY
BASED

MILESTONE
BASED

LOCATION
BASED

TIME 
BASED

Festivals

Peer to peer
(no hierarchy)

Anniversary/Service

Best in APAC

Spot award

Milestones, Birthday
Anniversary, Annual day

From the
CXO 

Sales Closures

Best in
Middle-East

Monthly
Awards

Onboarding

Manager/Team Leads

CSAT/NPS Scores

Best in North
Region- Delhi, India 

Quarterly
Awards

Promotion

Cross Dept

 Revenue

Best in
South/North America

Yearly
Awards

Retirement

Team awards

Performance

Best in
East Coast-USA

5 Yearly
Awards

30 3 365 5



THE NAMING CEREMONY
OF YOUR REWARDS
PROGRAM
A recognition program that increases employee engagement with 
personalised awards specifically customised to reflect and celebrate your 
unique company culture.
Here are some creative and catchy names for your reward programs and 
recognise your employees with Olympic-level appreciation.

We are what we repeatedly do.

Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.

– Aristotle



the stars
shoot for THE

Wall of fame
in-house
oscars

because
of you hardwork

awards

the blood, sweat &

you did it!
awards

#kudos! #cheerz!victory lap

program



#Goals Aced Victory wow factor
thethe

thethethe
excellence club all star honor club



YOUR EMPLOYEES ARE
SPECIAL, SO SHOULD
BE YOUR AWARD TITLES 
Creative Award titles curated for your employees

People want to know they matter

and they want to be treated as people.

That’s the new talent contract.

– Pamela Stroko

-·-
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PERFORMANCE - BASED AWARDS
Commend your top - performers with creative award names that imply membership to an elite group.

Let them shine and  feel proud of the e�orts they’ve made to achieve this award.





BEST TEAM AWARDS
Teams that work together, stays together! Beyond individuals,

if you have groups of employees who do amazing work together, be sure to recognize them.

TERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAMTERRIFIC TEAM
A W A R D

The

X- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCEX- FORCE
A W A R D

The

BATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONSBATTALIONS
A W A R D

The

HALL OF FAMEHALL OF FAME
A W A R D

T H E

CIRCLE OFCIRCLE OF
EXCELLENCEEXCELLENCE

A W A R D

T H E

TRANSFORMERSTRANSFORMERS
A W A R D

T H E

SUPER STRIKERSSUPER STRIKERS
A w a r d

T H E

BLACK HAWKSBLACK HAWKS
A w a r d

T H E

TEAM EXTRAMILERSTEAM EXTRAMILERS
A w a r d

T H E

'\ : i 
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AVENGERSAVENGERS
T H E

A w a r d

 UNBEATABLES UNBEATABLES
A w a r d

T H E

SAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAISSAMURAIS
A W A R D

The

 CHAMPION CREW CHAMPION CREW
A W A R D

T H E

SUPER NINJASSUPER NINJAS
A W A R D

T H E

TERMINATORSTERMINATORS
A w a r d

T H E

BIG GUNSBIG GUNS
A w a r d

T H E

DEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUADDEMOLITION SQUAD
A W A R D

The

CONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORSCONQUERORS
A W A R D

The

• 



DREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAMDREAM TEAM
A W A R D

The

ZAP SQUADZAP SQUAD
A w a r d

T H E

EXPANDABLESEXPANDABLES
A w a r d

T H E

SHADOW WARRIORSSHADOW WARRIORS
A W A R D

T H E

TRAIL BLAZERSTRAIL BLAZERS
A W A R D

T H E

FLAMING ARROWSFLAMING ARROWS
A W A R D

T H E

TEAM ROCKETTEAM ROCKET
A w a r d

T H E

MINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDISMINDFUL JEDIS
A W A R D

The

ESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPSESPIRIT DE CORPS
A W A R D

The

• 
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SPOT AWARDS
Spot awards are generally given to employees who have achieved something great at work, it could be performance or behaviour - oriented.

These awards are not pre-planned or pre-decided but given on the fly.

SPOT LIGHT
Award

LIMELIGHT
Award

NINJA
Award

YOU ROCK
Award

WOW
Award

YOU’R KILLER
AWESOME

HOME RUN
Award

PINCH HITTER
Award

FIRE FIGHTER
Award

Award



PEER-TO-PEER AWARDS
The peer recognition enables employees to thank their colleagues for the support that they have received or to highlight a small but significant 

achievement that might have gone unnoticed. These awards require no approval, no budget and hence it empowers all employees as this award is 
by the employees, for the employees and for the employees. 

Here are a few catchy names for peer-to-peer recognition





PROJECT EXCELLENCE AWARDS
The recognised success on the implementation of a complex project or someone has made a significant contribution

towards the solution of a challenges faced by enterprise or pulling o� a well executed marketing campaign.

AWARD

AWARD

SUCCESS
MANTRA

AWARD

WE
DID IT
AWARD

CONSIDER
IT DONE

AWARD

IN IT TO
WIN IT
AWARD

PROJECT
SUCCESS

AWARD

MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE

AWARD

YOU MADE
IT HAPPEN!

AWARD

YOU
NAILED IT! 

AWARD

YES,
YOU DID IT!

AWARD



HOLE
IN ONE
AWARD

HIT THE
BULLSEYE

AWARD

THE
BUZZER BEATER

AWARD

BIG
BANG
AWARD

BOX
OFFICE HIT

AWARD

THE
HOLY GRAIL

AWARD

THE
GRAND SLAM

AWARD

THE
TOUCH DOWN

AWARD

THE
BLOCKBUSTER

AWARD



IDEA/INNOVATION AWARDS
Employee who pitches the most innovative ideas to solve problems and issues.

They are the think tank of the organization and deserve appreciation for their contributions.

AWARD

AWARD

AWARD

THE
BRAINIAC

AWARD

THE GAME
CHANGER

AWARD

THE
EINSTEIN

AWARD

‘WHAT
AN IDEA’

AWARD

TOP
INITIATOR

AWARD

THE BIG
INNOVATION



REWARDS FOR SPECIFIC
ACHIEVEMENTS 
These awards can be given to elicit specific types of 
performance. Recognition supports a sense of belonging in a 
specific role or workplace. By praising people for their results, 
you help them understand the value they add to the 
organization.

The only way to do great work

is to love what you do.

– Steve Jobs



SALES AWARDS
Build in the best of the best sales troupe at your workplace.

Show them how much their work means to you with these award titles.

AWARD

AWARD



CUSTOMER SERVICE AWARDS
Good customer service is crucial to your organization’s success. Choose creative award ideas to remind your employees

that you’ve noticed their hard work and that their ability to keep customer relations smooth is appreciated.

AWARD

AWARD

THE PEOPLE

PLEASER

AWARD

CALMER OF

THE STORMS

AWARD

FEATHER IN

YOUR CAP

AWARD

CLIENT

COMFORTER

AWARD

JOY

GIVERS

AWARD

CLIENT

CARE

CHAMP

STAR

SERVICE

AWARD 

CUSTOMER

DELIGHTER

AWARD

PEACE IN

THE CHAOS

AWARD

• • • 

•• •• • • 



LONG SERVICE AWARDS
There are employees who dedicate a significant amount of there life and career supporting the organization and its goals.

Thus, recognizing their dedication and their spirit is of utmost importance to an organisation.
Here are few of the catchy names to celebrate the commitment showcased by employees who have given a good number of years to the organization

AWARD

AWARD

Celebrating you
Award

Creating A Legacy
Award

Award

the Flagbearer

the Golden Glory
Award

Award

Prevailed Persistence

The Anchor
Award

You Made A difference
award

A Legend In Making
Award

Salute to loyalty
award



WELCOME ABOARD AWARDS
Recognising the new recruits in the first month/quarter/year can motivate and inspire can go a long way.

It's an awesome way to welcome them  and ensure that they give their best irrespective of the role or responsibility assigned to them.

THETHE

NEWBIENEWBIESTAR DEBUTANTE
STAR DEBUTANTETHETHE

BEGINNINGSBEGINNINGS
GREATGREAT

THETHE

BUDDING HEROBUDDING HERORISING POWER
RISING POWER

THETHE

ROOKIEROOKIE
ROCKSTARROCKSTAR

DASHING DEBUTDASHING DEBUT
NEW KID ON THE BLOCK
NEW KID ON THE BLOCK

THETHE

FAST STARTERFAST STARTER
THETHE



SOCIAL CAUSE / VOLUNTEER AWARDS
Volunteers are a special breed – not everyone wants to donate their valuable time for a cause. Honour those who do

with one of these titles. Such awards positively impact the organisation's stand on social commitments.
Here are some award names for employees who go the extra mile when it comes to serving the society.

AWARD

AWARD

ONE FOR ALL

ALL FOR ONE

AWARD

THE HOLY HEART

AWARD

HERO WITH A TIE

THE 

AWARD

THE TREND-SETTER

AWARD

THE HEART OF A SAINT

AWARD

THE DUMBLEDORE

AWARD

THE MORAL HERO

AWARD

THE GAME CHANGER

AWARD

ROUND OF APPLAUSE

AWARD

• • • * 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 
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LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Contrary to popular belief, leaders need to be rewarded in the same manner as other members of the workforce. 

It is important to appreciate the outstanding traits that have helped these professionals to reach the top and lead their teams to make a constructive
contribution towards organizational growth. 

Below are a few cool names for this category:

LEADING LIGHT
AWARD

LEADING LIGHT
AWARD

GUIDING STAR
AWARD

GUIDING STAR
AWARD

THE
TORCHBEARER

AWARD

THE
TORCHBEARER

AWARD
LEADING BY EXAMPLE

AWARD
LEADING BY EXAMPLE

AWARD
STANDOUT CHIEF

AWARD
STANDOUT CHIEF

AWARD

THE GURUKUL
AWARD

THE GURUKUL
AWARD



THE ENABLERS AWARD
The Functional areas of business like the HR, Operations, Finance, Support are usually missed out in the race of quantifiable rewarding. 

Far from the average ‘support’ roles, these teams are here to lead your people, drive your strategies and shape your business.

Honor them with creative titles that make them proud of what they do each day

THE UNSUNG HERO
AWARD

THE ENFORCERS
AWARD

THE JUSTICE
LEAGUE

THE MOUNTAIN
MOVER

HELPING HANDS
AWARD

THE IRON PILLAR
AWARD

THE ULTIMATE
CONTRIBUTOR

THE BACKBONE
AWARD

THE GRATITUDE
AWARD



REWARDING VALUE
BADGES- SPEAK VOLUMES
OF YOUR COMPANY VALUES 
Building an organisational culture is hard and to put people at work with 
set values imbibed is even more di�icult. Having reward badges tailored 
according to your company rules can help in shepherding employees in 
the right direction. Badges can not only be used for behaviour correction 
but also help in reinforcing positive ones.

Peer-to-peer rewarding through value badges helps to create and 
enhance the company culture along with boosting the morale of 
employees.

Here are some of our favorite value badges that you can create for your 
organization

Your dreams and the dreams

of your company may be different,

but they are in no way incompatible.

― Stan Slap

. . . . 
.. . . . 

. . .. ....... 
.. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . 
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I n
h e r e n t ly

i n

n o v a t i v
e

i n

t e g r i t y

For going out of the box
to innovate a idea or solution

INNOVATION

For upholding highest standards
of honour in all his actions

INTEGRITY

For striving the best to attain a
certain goal or complete a task

PERSEVERANCE

For an employee that exhibits a strong
will to win in the marketplace and in
every aspect of the business

WILLPOWER

P E
R S E V E R A N C E A

 w

i l l  t o  w
i n

For employees who constantly push to
be the best, making an impact through
their talents, passion and hardwork

 MAKING A DIFFERENCE

For working together by building
purposeful relationships grounded
in co-operation and a shared vision

TEAMWORK

M
a k i n g  a  d i f f e r e n c e C o n s t a n t ly

C
o l l a b o r a t i n

g

t

h e  l i n e s T r a p e z e

For an employee who has a keen eye
for details and isn't up to take short cuts

METICULOUS

For an employee who is flexible and lives
by an entrepreneurial spirit, taking risks
and learning from them

FLEXIBILITY
T h e  F l y i n gB e t w e e n

• 
0 

tJ • 



A co-worker who always leaves
things better than what it was

STEWARDSHIP

For displaying the best act of
punctuality and honesty at workplace

HONESTY

For employees following one golden
rule: Use good judgment. The one who
is free to think, creates and get things
done on their own terms

GREAT JUDGEMENT

For employees who strive to understand
your customers and give them the best

CUSTOMER-CENTRICITY

s t
e w a r d s h i p

h o n e s t  a s

f
o r r e s t  g u m

p

b r

e a k  d o w
n

b

a r r i e r s

c u s t o m e r

c e n t r i c

C r y s t a l L e s s  i s

M o r e

For an employee who is open, clear,
direct and honest in their communications

CLARITY

For an employee who cut the clutter, 
fights back the complexity and choose
to deliver simple solutions

SIMPLICITY

C l e a r

F o r w a r d

P a y  i t

C a

l m  u n d e r
 

p

r e s s u r e

For an employee who can hold
themselves steady even in the
eye of storm

PATIENCE

For an employee who goes the extra mile to
challenge the status quo and find new ways
to lend a helping hand

GENEROSITY

• • 



Q u a l i t y E l e v a t e

o t h e r s

For an employee who portrays
‘What we do, we do well’

QUALITY

For employees who lift up our customers
and teammates, through positivity,
confidence, and graciousness

MOTIVATION

g r i T

C
a

p t a i n  c o o
l

C a l m  a s
For commitment to navigate the
potholes and overcome adversity
to produce great results

GRIT 

For an employee who keeps his
cool under tough circumstances

CALM

N E W T O N

G E

N I U S  A S

A
C T  O F  V A L O R

L I K E  T H O R

For employees who uphold
the hammer of bravery

BRAVERY

For an employee that brings in best
or revolutionary ideas to the table

EXCELLENCE

For employees who ensure that each of
their actions is in the best interests of
their team, company, and customers

UNION

For an employee committed by
heart and mind

PASSIONp a s s i o n

w
i n

 w i n  w
i n



E m b r a c e A g i l e  a s

G a z e l l e

For an employee who seeks, embraces,
and can transform to believe if we’re
not continuously changing, evolving,
and improving—we’re falling behind

TRANSFORMATION

For an employee who is a quick thinker
and can adapt swiftly to changes

AGILITY

I n  I t

F r o l i c

F U N  &

For an employee who creates an
environment of open and honest
relationships

BELONGING

For an employee who brings in spirit of fun,
excitement and content at workplace

FUN

S p a c e

C h a n g e

T

o g e t h e r

S e t t l e

For an employee who values talent, time
and intentions of everyone they work with

RESPECT & TRUST

For constantly developing, testing, and improving
to make sure they are  delivering the best.
They believe in ‘never settle’ because there’s
always an opportunity to do better

RELENTLESSR e f u s e  t oG r a c e  o f

• B'8 • 



VALUE BADGES THAT
ADD MAGIC TO YOUR
REWARD STORY

The culture of a company is

the sum of the behaviors of all its people.

-Michael Kouly



BOLDNESS HONESTY CUSTOMER-ORIENTED ACCOUNTABILITY

COMMITMENT TO
CUSTOMER

LEADERSHIP QUALITY SOLIDARITY

THRIVING COMMUNICATION CONSTANT
IMPROVEMENT

PASSION



INNOVATION FUN TEAMWORK

SIMPLICITY OWNERSHIP INTEGRITY IMPACT

DIVERSITY

GENUINE COURAGEOUS TRUST EFFICIENT

• • 



MINDFUL TOGETHER EMPATHY COURTESY

CONTINUOUS
LEARNING

CRAFTMANSHIP PLAYFULNESS HUMILITY

EMPOWER EXCEED
EXPECTATIONS

GOODWILL INSPIRATION



ENTREPRENEURSHIP FAIRNESS VALUE CREATION

EXPLORATION IMPROVEMENT FREEDOM FOCUS

DEPENDABILITY

FORESIGHT FIDELITY DISCOVERY CORDIALITY
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RESULT-DRIVEN CITIZENSHIP ABOVE & BEYOND EQUALITY

LEARNING GUIDANCE EXECUTION OUTPERFORM

FEARLESS VALUE-DRIVEN CANDOR DETERMINATION



AUTHENTICITY RIGOUROUS LOYALTY

SAFETY UNITY CREATIVITY

EGALITARIAN

CARING

ATTITUDE SOLIDARITY LENIENCY PROGRESSIVE
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REWARDS FOR
EVERY MILESTONE

What gets recognized gets reinforced,

and what gets reinforced gets repeated.

-Unknown



WEDDING
WISHES

Simple & small gestures of 
heart-warming wedding 

wishes will surely bring a smile 
on their faces.

PROMOTION

A promotion raises the status 
of an employee, recognize 

them with power as they climb 
up the ladder.

WELCOME
BABY

Share your new baby 
congratulations with style & be 
a part of their joyous occasion.

TEAM
AWARD

 It calls for a good reason to 
recognise an employee’s 

success when they display 
their best as a team.

EMPLOYEES
DAY 1

Welcome & recognize your 
new employees into the 

fold right away.

WORK
ANNIVERSARY

Thank them and celebrate their 
hard work, spirit for the impact 
they've made over the past 12 

months.

SPOT
AWARDS

Recognize their special 
contributions, as they occur, 
for a specific project or task.

BIRTHDAYS

Congratulating and rewarding 
your employees on their 

special day makes it a priceless 
a�air.



LSA

These are the people who 
stuck with you through thick 

and thin.  Their trust and 
loyalty deserves true 

recognition.

ALUMNI

Recognize the contributions of 
your employees to their alma 
mater; these awards provide 

fellow employees a way to honor 
those who make a di�erence in 

their field of excellence.

RETIREMENT

This is one of, if not, the last 
opportunities you can show a 
heartfelt appreciation of their 

hard work, commitment & 
dedication over the years.



For building happy workforce,
Naz Parveen
Employee Engagement Specialist
Xoxoday

PUMPED UP TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP
ON YOUR R&R PROGRAM?

www.xoxoday.com/contact-us




